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FOREWORD
Department of Education of the University of Chicago offered during the
Summer Quarter ( June 20-July 27, 1927)
four courses on Administration in Institutions of
In connection with these
Higher Learning.
courses a one week's Institute for Administrative
Officers was held which attracted more than two
hundred college presidents, vice-presidents, deans,
registrars and other officers of educational institutions.
Among the speakers at the Institute were representatives from the University of Chicago; Antioch College; the University of Kentucky; Otterbein College; the University of Minnesota; the
University of Buffalo; Swarthmore College; the
University of Kentucky and Rollins College.
At the invitation of Dean Williams S. Gray of
the School of Education of the University of
Chicago, Dean Carrothers was asked to speak on
"The Rollins Plan of College Instruction."
The following reprint of Dean Carrothers' address has been made in response to many requests, and to provide a detailed statement of
the educational experiment, now in its second
year, which is being conducted at Rollins College.
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What Constitutes Learning
one problem which has come to the
surface most often during the sessions
of this Institute for Administrative Officers is that of the improvement of teaching in
colleges. This is a serious question and it is
daily becoming more serious, not because college
teaching of today is not better than that of yesterday, but because we are beginning to realize
how poor this teaching has been. The improvement of college teaching is also of great importance because student's taught in colleges usually
go out to put into practice in secondary schools
the poor methods by which they were taught,
rather than the good theories in which they were
instructed. Rollins College · is making a definite
attempt, in the field of the small private institution, to discover a method by which students may
be aide.cl and stimulated in collecting, organizing
and interpreting data on their own account. It
is believed that in this process they will learn
how to adjust themselves intelligently to the
changing society of today.
In a recent faculty meeting in an Ohio college
the question was raised as to the ability of a certain sophomore student to use the English language correctly. A teacher of English referred
to her class record book, ascertained that the
student in question had been in her freshman
English throughout the previous year; that he
had handed in the required number of written
themes and had gone over the assigned pages of
reading; that he had taken no more than the
authorized number of class cuts, and that she had
passed him on to the sophomore year. The
teacher did not recall nor was she able to learn
from her record book whether during the year the
HE
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young man had developed any better acquaintance with English or any greater facility in the
use of the mother tongue. He had performed the
prescribed tasks for thirty-six weeks and had
been adjudged worthy of being sent on to the
sophomore class.
After President McVey's address on Monday
it was seen that many college administrators and
writers of catalogues are still thinking of college
education in terms of the performance of certain
standardized units of approved work, during
specified periods of time, for which grades and
points are to be allotted. Institutions of higher
learning are still thinking of teaching and learning largely in terms of a specified number of lectures to be delivered, term papers to be rated, and
of assigned readings to be reported on. At times
credit points are reduced if too many of the precious lectures are missed, as if the full series of
the professor's lectures constituted or guaranteed
a certain amount of learning in the student.
Not only in the institutions of higher learning
but in the secondary field, also, this question of
what constitutes learning is being seriously raised.
In the recent book by Professor Morrison, The
Practice of Teaching in the Secondary School, a
clear distinction is made between genuine learning
and the mere performance in a more or less careful manner of certain assigned school and college
tasks. As a particular example of what is sometimes called learning, Professor Morrison cites the
instance of a student who was called into conference with him one day to discuss the student's
shortcomings in the use of the mother tongue in
written papers. ·The student promptly pointed
out that he had always had good marks in English
in high school and college. He wondered why he
was being questioned about his use of English.
To him formal education was purely a matter of
his semester grades.
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The Question of Learning Values
The most serious question confronting college
administrators and college instructors at this moment is not a question of buildings, or equipment,
or more money. The most serious question is
that of how to obtain learning values, instead of
perfunctory task-performance values, and how to
measure these when they are obtained. In a few
colleges where it is realized that the emphasis in
teaching is still placed, to a large degree, on compliance with lesson-performance programs, this
problem is receiving thoughtful attention. It is
a question not only of getting students to think
in terms of genuine learning to be acquired, but
even more of getting faculty members to think in
terms of real learning values. Present .day recitations, quizzes, tests and examinations are largely
determined by the number of approved tasks a
given professor thinks a student ought to perform
in order to be entitled to a passing mark, or to a
C, a B or even an A. There is need for a reorganization and reversal of much of our thinking
relative to the method of teaching which will best
insure learning.
Professor Morrison, in discussing the question
further, states that occasionally a pupil may know,
yet the examination may show no evidence that
he knows. He may have failed entirely to have
acquired any real product in learning, and yet
success in recalling content is taken as evidence
of learning. "What is true of the examination is
true of the daily test known as the recitation.
"The element of mastery is not present simply
because there has been nothing to master. That
individuals survive the process and exhibit in the
end evidence of scattered masteries means simply
that the driving force of native curiosity has
brought. about that casual attainment of actual
learning which is acquired by any individual in
any given round of experience. But such casual
and scattered masteries are as little to be taken
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as evidence of the trained mind as are the ingenious, and perhaps useful, productions of the
clever inventor to be taken as evidence that the
latter is of the same order of thinker as a Kelvin
or a Pasteur."
Independent Thinking
The development in the individual of the ability
to do independent thinking has been stated as one
of the specific objectives of a college education.
Rather recently, however, it is beginning to be
discovered that this development of the ability
"to reach independent and dependable judgments"
in politics, in religion, in social affairs or in any
other field of worthy human endeavor is dependent to a large degree upon the method of obtaining, organizing and interpreting information in
that field. Slowly and in different colleges and
universities the idea is beginning to dawn that the
usual method of college teaching, that of the lecture system, may be in a large measure responsible for the lack of development of independent
thinkers among students. Here and there experiments are being undertaken for the discovery of
better methods of teaching in college. That is the
particular task Rollins College has set for itself.
The Futility of the Lecture System
After a class discussion with a group of graduate
students in the University of Michigan this summer on the merits of the lecture method, one of
the students passed on to the writer a characterization of the college lecture as "that mysterious
process by means of which the contents of the
professor's notebook are transferred by means of
the fountain pen to the pages of the student's
notebook without passing through the mind of
either."
President Holt of Rollins College once said:
"The lecture system is probably the worst pedagogical method ever devised for imparting knowlege. A lecture may serve to inspire a student
6
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who has some familiarity with his subject. It
invariably discloses the personality-good or bad
-of the lecturer. But the assumption that one
man's knowledge may be poured into another and
assimilated without that other going through
something of the same process of preparedness
and study is perhaps the greatest fallacy in modern pedagogical phychology.
"The futulity of the lecture system is seen in the
professional schools, such as medicine, where the
system prevails at its worst and where students
have to buy digests and hire, at their own expense, tutors to teach them, the tutors thus becoming in effect the real teachers of the courses."

The Futility of the Lecture System
After a class discussion with a group of graduate
students in the University of Michigan this summer on the merits of the lecture method, one of
the students passed on to the writer a characterization of the college lecture as "that mysterious
process by means of which the contents of the
professor's notebook are transferred by means of
the fountain pen to the pages of the student's
notebook without passing through the mind of
either."
President Holt of Rollins College once said:
"The lecture system is probably the worst pedagogical method ever devised for imparting knowlege. A lecture may serve to inspire a student

Development of the Conference Plan
After considerable discussion among members
of the Rollins College teaching staff, encouraged
and urged on by President Holt, as to the need
for a change in the method of teaching, a faculty
meeting was called for the sole purpose of discovering the extent of the sentiment among the
Rollins College faculty for a change in the teaching method. The proposal was made that the
entire college adopt at once (September, 1926)
the Two-Hour Conference Plan. The matter was
thoroughly, openly and freely discussed. When
a vote was taken it was found to be unanimous
for the proposed change. Accordingly all schedules were remade, the students were re-enrolled
and the teaching of the entire group of college
students on the seminar or workshop plan was
launched. This took place in September a year
ago and thus the teaching continued throughout
the college year 1926-1927. It is now planned
that this method shall continue in operation for
at least five years, in order that a fair trial may
be made.
Rollins C allege
At this point it may be well to say a word about
this small and hitherto little known institution.
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Rollins College is in fact the oldest institution
of higher learning in the state of Florida. It was
formerly under the control of the Congregational
Board, but it is now an. independent institution,
definitely Christian, under the control of a selfperpetuating board of trustees. During its more
than two score years of service it has accomplished
much good, but has traveled the traditional path
followed by most colleges. About two years ago
the board of trustees persuaded Dr. Hamilton
Holt to take the helm and become the leader in
the development of the institution. A little later
a decision was reached to build an entirely new
college plant. Additional faculty members, well
trained and experienced, were selected. Salaries
were increased to a point where they are better
than those usually paid in a small college, and
plans have been made for the paying of still
larger salaries. Freedom for work in classes and
with students was granted to all. The desire is
to do well the work of a small college with no
attempt to imitate the university or research
school.
The Factor of Size
Dean Briggs of Harvard at one time said that
small colleges proclaim the advantages of being
small in order to grow large. Even in many
places where it is recognized that colleges and
universities are very much like great factories,
turning out an ever increasing number of unit
products instead of developing individuals, there
is still a desire for larger numbers. In order to
accomplish the purposes sought . for it seemed
necessary to limit the size and to change the
teaching methods in this institution. The president and board of trustees of Rollins College
therefore definitely stated that at no time would
they admit more than 700 stu.dents-400 men and
300 women. This may turn out as some presidential declarations against the third term have
turned out, but it is believed that it was given in
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good faith and that it will thus be kept. This
was one of the special features of the College
which appealed to the writer when he was invited to consider the deanship.
The Conference Plan in Operation
The desire to remain small does not characterize Rollins College alone. Many other worthy
small colleges have definitely limited their enrollment to a number even smaller than 700. The
one unique feature, however, of the new development of Rollins is the placing of the whole college
on the laboratory or workshop basis of teaching.
Other schools and possibly other colleges have
tried this plan in certain .departments, but so far
as can be learned at this time, no other college
has adopted the plan for the entire institution.
Under the usual plan for college teaching, the
instructor gives a series of lectures from two to
five times a week. He assigns readings, sometimes in a chosen text and always in reference
books and magazines. At the end of a stated
period a formal examination is held; the papers
are marked either by the instructor or by an
assistant, and the final marks are recorded. The
student has performed or has failed to perform
the required number of assigned tasks and is
accordingly marked "Passed" or "Failed." The
limitations of this system for producing genuine
education are evident to administrators in many
colleges.

-.J

The system which is being worked out in Rollins College is the two-hour seminar or workshop
plan, the purpose of which is to bring the student
and the instructor into the closest possible contact. Group-study periods are scheduled from
8:00 to 10:00 A. M. and from 10:30 A. M. to
12:30 P. M., with chapel or assembly from 10:00
to 10:30. A few academic subjects are placed in
the afternoon from 1 :30 to 3 :30. For the most
part, however, afternoons are used for laboratory
9
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work, for rehearsals, for practicing in music,
dramatics and debating, for field trips and excursions and for such other informal exercises as
may be .considered a necessary part of the educational program.
Students sign up for classes in the usual manner, arranging their schedules so that two full
hours may be spent with each instructor. The
theory is that immature students who have not
learned how to study effectively need the help of
an instructor most when they are preparing their
lessons rather than after they have l!!arned them
or failed to learn them. In some instances~ particularly in the case of the younger untrained
students, the instructor at times has to approach
the method of supervised study and not only
teach the student how to prepare his work but
see that he gets it done. For the most part,
however, the Conference Plan at Rollins College
is in no sense the supervised-study plan which
I has been tried out in many secondary schools. In
the course of time, when a more careful selection
of students is made, when the faculty comes to
understand the plan better, and when stude~s
come to realize that the responsibility of securing
an education is dependent on their actions and
attitude, the need for even a partial use of the
supervised-study method will disappear.
General outlines of courses are furnished to the
students that they may know the approximate
expectation for the term or year for each course.
Specific outlines, references, topics, and questions
are in many instances supplied by the instructor
to facilitate the more economical study and mastery of the subject. The "lockstep" method of
procedure has been eliminated, and students are
permitted to progress as rapidly as they wish or
are able.
During the two-hour period students spend
their time in study, in conferring with the instructor, in holding discussions in small groups,
10
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the course o! time, when a more careful selection
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understand the plan better, and when students
come to realize that the responsibility of securing
· an edu·cation is dependent on their actions and
'attitude, the need for even a partial use of the
supervised-study method will .disappear.
General outlines of courses are furnished to the
students that they may know the approximate
expectation for the term or year for each course.
Specific outlines, references, topics, and questions
are in many instances supplied by the instructor
to facilitate the more economical study and mastery of the subject. The "lockstep" method of
procedure has been eliminated, and students are
permitted to progress as rapidly as they wish or
are able.
During the two-hour period students spend
their time in study, in conferring with the instructor, in holding discussions in small groups,

in developing outlines, in writing class papers, and
ip. other preparation incident to the mastery of
the subject. At times the whole group may be
called together for a conference on a common
topic usually with the instructor as the leader of
the discussion. In many classes students are
allo:wed to leave the room as they desire. They
return at their own pleasure and quietly resume
their work where they left it. In some courses
the more mature students are not held to full
attendance on the two-hour session. They arc
permitted 'to prepare their work in any place and
manner they may desire. As occasion demands
they return to the classroom to consult th; instructor or to join in a general conference or in
any other necessary departmental activity. Most
of the students prefer to remain in the classroom
with the group, since this room usually contains
the reference books, maps, and other equipment
necessary for their work.
In the course in Education taught by the
writer-a course which he has taught in other
colleges-a much more varied and extensive list,
of reference material was supplied to the class
than formerly. In the quizzes, tests and conferences the concisely stated pet phrases which other
classes so generously gave back to him were
missed. On the contrary, it was noted that the
students had developed ability to compare and
criticize ideas set forth by .different authors, and
both to formulate and to express ideas of their
own.
The Teaching Load
Colleges usually assign an average of fifteen
credit hours to each instructor. The laboratory
work of two hours is usually thought of as equivalent to one hour of formal lecture-teaching.
Even though the teaching in Rollins College is
entirely on the laboratory or workshop basis it
was considered unwise to give to any instructor
fifteen credit hours of teaching or thirty hours of

10
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actual laboratory work. The load was reduced
to an average of ten credit hours for each instructor. The classes, too, were kept to a small enrollment, and other necessary requirements were
adhered to in order to facilitate the best kind of
teaching and learning. During the past year each
· instructor had an average of only fifty-six students a week. The average class size is between
fifteen and sixteen. Some of the freshman classes
average from twenty to twenty-five.

Faculty Limitations
The success of any undertaking, particularly if
it .is in the nature of an experiment, will depend
to a considerable extent up0n the attitude, ability and previous habits of those who direct the
experiment. An idea, new or old, may be entirely practicable, the · plans for execution may be of
the best, and there may be a common desire on
the part of all to see the projects go forward successfully yet progress may come· with difficulty.
Even with all these as assets, progress in the Rollins College experiment is sure to come slowly and
painfully in certain departmeµts. Some professors
with an interest in the experiment and ·with a desire to see it succeed find themselves unable to
contribute much to the progress on account of
previous teaching habits. This Rollins plan contemplates the elimination of the college lecture
and the substitution of the workshop-teaching
plan. After years of lecturing from carefully
prepared notes without interruption and with a
minimum of questioning and discussion, a complete change to a basis of absolute freedom for
the discussion of the topic, and for the students
quizzing of the professor, cannot be expected to
come about within a few months. It is already
quite clear that some of the chief limitations
placed on the success of the system are to be
found in the teaching staff itself. There is hope,
howeve r, for the entire staff appears to be anxious
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to see the experiment continue and to see it have
a fair trial.

·I

'

Department Advantages and Limitations
When the plan was inaugurated in September,
1926, statements were freely made as to the difficulty certain departments would encounter in
trying to do good teaching under this method.
A dictaphone record of those statements, re-read
in the light .of a year's experience, would be very
interesting. It was quite impossible then to know
at just what points the greatest difficulties would
be encountered. One department in which difficulty was anticipated has surprised itself an<l
has worked under this teaching method very successfully even during this first year. -Most of the
departments have succeeded better than ·was at
first expected. This is again a very hopeful sign
for at present many of the departments lack
proper equipment and teaching facilities.
The greatest difficulty, aparently, has arisen in
the language departments. Theoretically, the
seminar plan ·ought to be excellent for the teaching of German, French and Spanish, but teaching
in these departments· has not thus far succeeded
well in Rollins College. Considerable study and
attention will be given to these departments
throughout the coming year.
Extra Class Activities
The expression "extra class activities" rather
than extra curricular activities, is used advisedly
and · with a purpose. The uses which immature
students make of their time during the day are
usually of more concern to college authorities
than the uses the students make of their late afternoons, evenings and holidays.
If the total
academic preparation and recitation work of students, or even if a large percentage of this goes
on during the day, the evenings are usually left
quite free. In order that this time may be profitably used rather than wasted or dissipated, con-
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siderable attention has been given at Rollins to
planning activities for the evening as an essential
part of the college program. In a small college
which is much like a large family this is possible.
During the past year it has been so planned
that department clubs have had meetings every
two weeks on Monday evening. By a careful
scheduling of these meetings it was possible for
students to attend the regular meetings throughout the year of two different groups. On Tues.day evening from October to May, as part of the
regular college activities, a series of lectures and
entertainments was scheduled. These were held
at 7:30 P. M. in the Congregational Church near
the campus and were attended by students, faculty, townspeople and many tourists. In Winter
Park there are always available a number of wellknown authors, lecturers, scientists, travellers,
preachers and others who are willing to give an
evening to the college. Many of these were secure.cl without cost, or with only a small cost to
the college. Among those who lectured in the
series the past year mention might be made of
the following:
Irving Bacheller, Litt.D., L.H.D., Novelist, Author of "Eben Holden."
Henry Turner Baily, L.H.D., Director of Cleveland School of Art.
J. Blanton Belk, M.A., D.D., Pastor, Presbyterian
Church, Orlando.
Hamlin Garland, Noted Author.
Arthur Guiterman, President of the Poetry Society of America.
Newell Dwight Hillis, D.D., L.H.D., Author and
Clergyman.
Hamilton Holt, LL.D., Litt.D., President of Rollins College.
Harry Irvine, B.A. (Oxford), Distinguished English Actor.
Cale Young Rice, B.A., M.A., Distinguished poet.
Alice Hegan Rice, Author of "Mrs. Wiggs."
14
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day evening from October to May, as part of the
regular college activities, a series of lectures and
entertainments was scheduled. These were held
at 7:30 P. M. in the Congregational Church near
the campus and were attended by students, faculty, townspeople and many tourists. In Winter
Park there are always available a number of wellknown authors, lecturers, scientists, travellers,
preachers and others who are willing to give an
evening to the college. Many of these were secured without cost, or with only a small cost to
the college. Among those who lectured in the
series the past year mention might be made of
the following:
Irving Bacheller, Litt.D., L.H.D., Novelist, Author of "Eben Holden."
Henry Turner Baily, L.H.D., Director of Cleveland School of Art.
J. Blanton Belk, M.A., D.D., Pastor, Presbyterian
Church, Orlando.
Hamlin Garland, Noted Author.
Arthur Guiterman, President of the Poetry Society of America.
Newell Dwight Hillis, D.D., L.H.D., Author and
Clergyman.
·
Hamilton Holt, LL.D., Litt.D., President of Rollins College.
Harry Irvine, B.A. (Oxford), Distinguished English Actor.
Cale Young Rice, B.A., M.A., Distinguished poet.
Alice Hegan Rice, Author of "Mrs. Wiggs."

Baron Paul d'Estournelles de Constant, Special
Lecturer, Rollins College.
Wednesday and Thursday evenings were usually used for rehearsals in public speaking, debating, play productions and the like. Friday evening was given over to the production of a play or
musical and Saturday evening was the time for
general recreation. In the dormitories throughout the year lights were flashed at 9:45 and at
10:00 P. M. students were supposed to be in bed.
Chapel, or student assembly, is held every day
at 10:00 or 10: 15 A. M. but has not been compulsory during the past year. Every encouragement is given students in the work of the Y. W.
C. A. and Y. M. C. A. and also in the general
student organizations. Students are encouraged
to attend Bible classes and preaching services in
the local churches. During the past year church
attendance has not been compulsory; There has
been, however, a good attendance in both chapel
and church activities.
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Class Cuts
The subject of class cuts which troubles so
many college administrators has been eliminated
in Rollins College. Placing teaching on the workshop basis at once suggests the need for the
presence of every worker during the working
period. It is no longer a question of putting in a
certain amount of time, but of accomplishing certain results. In the shop or office of a business
firm there will probably be from a score or more
up to thousands of shopmen, secretaries, clerks
and bookkeepers. Each one has certain work to
do. None of these employes would think of taking from three to five days of every half year as
"cuts" from regular work. On the contrary, there
is an esprit de corps which demands the presence
of every member of the organization who is not
absent through illness or otherwise accounted for.
In certain organizations an employe in order
better to concentrate upon his work may go to
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the library or other rooms for a few hours or
longer. Th ese peop le are not " cu tt"mg" ; th ey are
, legally away from their usual places of business.
Thus it is with students and teachers in Rollins
College. There is a certain amount of work to
be accomplished by each individual and all are •
expected to be engaged in this work at the appointed times unless assignment, vacation or illness calls them elsewhere. In time it is hoped
that a spirit of interest will be developed so that
a student will no more think of cutting classes
and trying later to cajole the professor into excusing him than the same young man would think of
cutting his work for a day now and then if he
were delivering daily papers, running a train or '
commanding an army. The adolescent period is
the time to establish habits of faithfulness.
The two situations-the one in education and
' the other in business-will always present at
least this one difference, in the one there is no /
immediate money motive, in the other there is a
direct money motive. The absence of a direct
and immediate economic return for the faithful
performance of college work will probably always
present certain limitations on the smooth operation of the "no cut" plan of college organization.
With all of its limitations, however, the plan is
worthy of a fair trial since no dean known to the
writer has as yet been able in the traditional college to handle cuts to his entire satisfaction.
Physical Welfare of Students
Present day education is beginning to give increasing attention to the health of students. The
Rollins College plan is to have each student pay
a $5.00 health fee and then to receive without
further cost to him at least one careful physicai
examination each year, instruction in health and
personal hygiene, medical attention throughout
the year, and required participation in outdoor
sports and exercises three to five times each week.
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While Rollins will continue to have football, basketball, track, and other teams for competition
with other colleges, the major emphasis will not
be on the production of winning teams. This is
meant to be understood as stated. There is no
desire to imitate the large universities with their
gigantic stadiums, their million dollar athletic
programs or their over development of the few
to the entire neglect of large numbers of students
who are in special need of recreation and corrective exercise. As an indication of the policy
followed by some of the large universities the
following statements are quoted from the Michigan Daily of July 9th, 1927.
"Michigan already has one field house large
enough to care for the modest needs of the student body as a whole, if that body were allowed
to use it. It is not many years since our director
of athletics was giving glowing talks on the oneeighth mile track, the indoor baseball diamond
and football gridiron, the handball courts, and the
basketball courts of that building. At that time,
six years ago, the students had not become familiar with the policy of inter-collegiate athletic associations, and they gathered the impression that
perhaps all of them could partake of the advantage of the new building.
"They were sadly disillusioned before very
long, however, for the first thing that was done
when the new building was opened was the erection of signs inviting spectators to proceed to the
balcony. This announcement does not assume
any peculiar significance until one realizes that
every student who is not a potential Varsity athlete is a spectator as far as the Athletic Association is concerned .
The Varsity coaches
have little encouragement for the man who is
merely out to gain physical development for himself, and the second week he reports he finds his
locker cleaned out with a note to see the coach."
These statements are indications of the begin17
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ning of the disease which is eating its way into the
general physical education program of too many
of our colleges and universities.
The plan at Rollins College is to have for the
most part academic work during the forenoons,
laboratory and field trips in the qfternoons until
3 :30 or 4:00, then general participation in outdoor
sports from 4:00 to 6 :00. This is possible in a
mild dry climate such as that found in central
Florida during the months from October to May.
One of the chief sources of nervous strain and
physical breakdown among college students is the
end-of-the-semester cramming for examination.
This unhygienic procedure has been minimized
by 'the introduction of the Two-Hour Conference
Plan and the omission of the wholesale scheduling of a week of examinations.
Students working with other students on the
work.shop or business basis throughout the term
find it possible and quite desirable to do the
greater part of their work from day to day. They
are expected to be in the classroom unless they
are doing a superior grade of work or can accomplish their work better in some other place. The
end-of-the-semester strain is thus minimized.
This helps very greatly toward the attainment of
one of the definitely stated objectives of Rollins
College, namely, to help every student obtain
and maintain a 100% physical efficiency throughout the year.

Student Opinion
As noted above, this new teaching plan was
put into operation the second week of the college
year and without much consultation with students. One assembly was held previous to the
adopti0n of the plan largely for the purpose of
explaining -to the students the proposed change
in schedule. A few students commented upon
the proposal but the idea was so new and different
that few, if any, saw the far-reaching significance
of the proposed plan, and none was able or cour18
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ageous enough to make suggestions at that time.
Likewise not all the faculty had their eyes opened
before the plan was fully under way. However,
within a very short time there was an abundance
of discussion. Some students, accustomed to a
45 or 50 minute lecture which carried with it a
minimum of mental exertion and a change to another room at the en.cl of that period, at first
found the two-hour period rather long. A number openly stated that it was impossible to hold
themselves to one task for that length of time.
Others stated that their presence in the room
with the instructor and other students for two
hours made it imperative that they do some work,
-a thing to which they seemed unaccustomed.
Other students objected that they had to purchase
the adopted texts and also make use of the available reference books. Some students openly
boaste.d that formerly they had been able to get
enough from the class lecture to get by on examinations.
The absence of the lecture made it
necessary for them to do a certain amount of
reading and other preparation upon their own
account. They found it necessary to buy the
prescribed books. Naturally these students were
not in sympathy with the changed program of
teaching.
After starting on the new schedule several
assemblies were devoted to the discussion of the
new plan, that a better understanding of what
was desired might be had by both students and
faculty. These assemblies served also as an exchange for ideas and devices which were being
found workable in the various departments of the
college. After several weeks of trial the students
voted by secret ballot three to one for a continuance of the Conference Plan of college teaching.
After three months' trial at a student association
meeting with no faculty members present there
were apparently not more than eight or ten students opposed to the plan. Since that time we
19
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have discontinued discussing the advisability of
continuing the new method. Everyone is for the
continuance. The discussions now center around
means for improvement.

Individuality and Acquaintance
The desire on the part of the Rollins College
administrators is that an atmosphere of acquaintance, of confidence and mutual respect may be
developed between students and faculty. The
students desire to be treated as grown young men
and young women and they have a right to that
kind of treatment. They are in college to obtain
an education as a foundation for useful, happy
living in some community. The teachers and
administrators are there not as police or detectives but as friends and helpers. Presumably
the staff can be of help to the students and presumably the students want and need help. On
the average college campus, however, the spirit
of antagonism so often found existing in the elementary and secondary schools between teacher
and taught is continued. This ought not to be
for in such an atmosphere learning is difficult or
next to impossible.
One of the provisions of the board of trustees
is that Rollins College must always remain small.
This past year the classes or groups averaged
around 15 in number. It was thus possible for
the instructor to become acquainted intimately
with each student under his charge. It was possible also for each student to have a considerable
portion of his instructor's time. In a large college or university today and in many smaller institutions this is not only practically impossible
but often is not attempted. Students are frequently known only to the professor's secretary
and then only by number. Could any better
plan be devised for the submerging of personality
than the big college lecture grouping?
20
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Measuring the Product
Rollins College, together with every other college in this country, faces the perplexing problem
of measuring the results of teaching.
There is
thus far but little progress to be reported in this
field from Rollins. The final-week-of-examination spasm usually scheduled for the whole college·
has been eliminated. That is at least one great
gain.
Units of learning have been set up in outline
form so that it is possible from week to week to
note the progress being made by individual students. In the courses taught by the writer it
was possible and at times advisable to ask energetic students to lead the discussion with a small
group of other students who had not fully understood a given topic. If the leader appeared to
make the point clear to the group his examination
or test was passed. In some courses students are
asked to prepare outlines or papers on assigned
topics. Other plans are used by other instructors
for determining the extent to which learning has
been accomplished. No one plan has been conceived of or thought desirable for the whole college.
In the course ·of time, with small classes organized on the workshop or business basis, with
students in constant association with the teachers,
it may be that in many courses a final term examination will be wholly unnecessary. In a store
or office with scores of workers associated with
the heads of departme~ts it is not considered
necessary to give a final examination every six
months to determine how well each individual
has done his work. The ~umerous indications of
work well done day by day, or carelessly done,
are far better criteria for the guidance of business managers than any set examinations could
be. Similar criteria may in time be found better
for the guidance of college professors.
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The Cost
It was known before the adoption of the twohour system that such a plan would be more
expensive than other methods of teaching. The
percent of increased cost was not known. This
has been somewhat greater than was expected
but it is the intention of the administration to
continue the experiment over a period of at least
five years in order that a fair trial may be given
to the new method. Among other items which
added to the cost the following should be mentioned:

1. The assignment of fewer hours of college
teaching than is usual made it necessary to employ several additional teachers immediately upon deciding to change to the Conference Plan.
2. The keeping of class enrollment below
twenty-five and the average enrollment down to
fifteen also increased the requirement in the number of teachers. Handling students in small conference groups is always · more expensive than
handling them in large lecture groups.
3. A classroom had to be assigned to each instructor in order that he might develop a departmental library and secure other adequate equipment for his specific work. This has made it
possible for each instructor to arrange and decorate his room in a manner suggesting the subject
being taught.
·
4. Provision had to be made for purchasing
additional reference books, dictionaries, etc., for
the departmental libraries. Additional chairs,
tables, and other equipment had to be provided
for each room, since each instructor has control
of his own room throughout the day.
Toward the end of the college year, 1926-1927,
an educator from a northern college spent several
days visiting classes, talking with students and
instructors and in other ways familiarizing him-·
22
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self with the experiment which Rollins College is
conducting. At the close of the visit this experienced teacher stated that the teaching in Rollins,
after a year of the experiment, was somewhat
more effective than the teaching in the college
with which he has been connected for a score of
years. Such an estimate is all that could be expected, even though on first thought it might be
considered unduly conservative. Too frequently
educators lose heart and the public becomes critical when an experiment does not succeed in revolutionizing the whole system of education which
has been developed through years of patient,
thoughful labor. Not revolution but evolution is
being sought in Rollins, and it is believed that
in the field of the small, private institution this
Conference Plan of Teaching will produce better
results than the lecture system now so generally
used. If we succeed to that extent the experiment will have been worth while.

NOTE
This Bulletin is being sent to the printer after the
opening of the College in the autumn of 1927.
The
Rollins Plan of College Instruction is now entering
upon its second year. The most notable thing on the
campus is the changed attitude of the student to his
task. A large number of those entering the freshman
class stated fr:J,nkly., in answer to a question In the
entrance quest10nna1re, that they came to Rollins on
account of the "Two-Hour Conference Plan" of study
and teaching; or, as one expressed it, they ucame in
search of an education." The opening weeks of the
second year of the Rollins experiment hold much of
confirmation and encouragement. The Indications are
that the coming year will be considerably more success,ful than the first year.
G. E. C.
October 15, 1927

Toward the end of the college year, 1926-1927,
an educator from a northern college spent several
days visiting classes, talking with students and
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